
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Up on the Housetop 

Santa Ornament 
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All patterns and designs Copyright © belong to Christy Hartman.  All rights reserved.  These 

projects may be painted for personal use/personal profit but may not be reproduced for graphic 

or scrapbook use for resale.  Photocopying and all other types of mechanical reproduction are 

prohibited.   Patterns may not be republished, distributed, transmitted, displayed, broadcast, or 

reproduced for any business/commercial purposes without written permission from the artist.   

 

I began designing this project last winter and decided that I wanted Santa to fly over the rooftops 

solo instead of the traditional Santa flying in his sleigh.  I also knew that I wanted to have 

dimensional elements added to it and chose to use the mini snowflakes.   These ornaments are 

quick and easy, most of the background is completed using stencils.  Santa’s coat has three paint 

colors to choose from, paint one or all three to enhance either your gift giving or your show 

inventory.    Enjoy!   

 

Supplies:   
Scallop Dome Plaque 6 ½” tall (#31-L214) available from Cupboard Distributing 

www.cdwood.com 

Tiny Wood Snowflakes - Set of 12 (#EMBL189) www.creativeartslifestyle.com 

Creative Arts Lifestyle Up on the Rooftop Stencil (#STCL127) www.creativeartslifestyle.com 

Circle Stencil of your choice for the border area 

Deco Art Matte Spray Varnish #DAS13 

Deco Art Media Black Gesso #DMM19 

Deco Art Multi-Purpose Sealer #DS17   

Deco Art Wood Filler #DS103 

Deco Art Wood Glue #DS104 

Masking tape 

Jumbo Dauber or a Make-up Sponge (#TOOL418) www.creativeartslifestyle.com 

tack cloth, fine sand paper, tracing paper 

01-Micron Permanent Black Marker 

Thin gauge colored wire, ribbon to hang the ornament 
 

Paint:  Deco Art Americana 
Asphaltum #DA180 

Blue Violet #DA141 

Bright Yellow #DA227 

Fawn #DA242 
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Glamour Dust Ice Crystal #DGD09 

Hauser Dark Green #DA133 

Hauser Medium Green #DA132 

Hi-Lite Flesh #DA024 

Indian Turquoise #DA087 

Jack-O’-Lantern Orange #DA229 

Lamp Black #DA067 

Lavender #DA034 

Melon #DA251 

Moon Yellow #DA07 

Napa Red #DA165 

Neon Fiery Red #DHS4 

Neon Scorching Yellow #DHS1 

Olive Green #DA056 

Orange Flame #DA315 

Payne’s Grey #DA167 

Shading Flesh #DA137 

Snow White #DA01 

Watermelon Slice #DA324 

Winter Blue #DA190 

 

Brushes:   Papillon by the Artist’s Club 

#2 Round #20158 

#4 Round #20161 

#8 Shader #20129 

Filbert Comb #20104 1/8”  

Glaze Wash 1” #20103 

Highlighter Set (¼”, ½”) #20173 

Script Liner (SL) 18/0 #20136 

Blending Set #20168 

Stipple Set (#2 and #4) #20172 

Deerfoot Set (1/8” and ¼”) #20167 

 ½” Angular Shader #20111 

3/8” Angular Shader #20110 

¼” Angular Shader #20109 

Stencil Brush Set #20189 

Maxine’s Mop Brush 3/8” #26265 

Use the brush that best fits the area to be painted. 

Prep: 
 Seal the wood piece with wood sealer.  Lightly sand with fine sand paper and wipe clean 

with a tack cloth.   Fill the holes on the top of the ornament with Deco Art Wood Filler, 

sand and wipe clean.  These ornaments are designed to lie on their sides and you will drill 

new holes to hang Santa and the snowflake detail at the bottom of the ornament.   

 Base the entire piece front and back with Black Gesso.  This finishes off the back of the 
ornament as well as mutes your background color.   



 Load your 1” wash brush with Snow White and dip one corner of the brush into Blue 
Violet and the other with Indian Turquoise, do not blend your paint on your palette 

instead take your loaded brush directly to the ornament surface and begin moving your 

brush around slip slapping the paint onto the surface, reloading your brush as needed, 

continuing the slip slap process until you have achieved a mottled marbled look.     

 Measure ½” from the scalloped edge and tape that end to protect it as we stencil the main 

part of the ornament.   

 Using the Rooftop Stencil add the house border at the bottom of the ornament with Lamp 
Black.  Using the same 

stencil add the snowflakes 

with Snow White and the 

stars with Moon Yellow.  I 

prefer to use a make-up 

sponge to stencil with but feel 

free to use a stencil brush if 

that is your tool of choice.  

Transfer the pattern to the 

surface. 

 Remove the masking tape. 
Stencil the circles on the 

border with Fawn using your 

choice of a circle stencil or 

paint the pattern yourself.  I 

have included the pattern if 

you choose to paint them 

yourself.   

 Undercoat the entire Santa with Fawn.  This will allow for better coverage and will give 
you a basecoat for the coat and hat trim, pom, beard, and mustache.  

Paint Santa:   
 Base the faces and lips with Hi-Lite Flesh, shade with Shading Flesh, and wash Melon 

into the cheek area.  Highlight the noses and eye area with a glaze float of Snow White.  

Dip dot the eyes and base the inside the mouth with Lamp Black and using a stylus dip 

dot the highlight in the eyes with 

Snow White.  

 Base the red coat with Watermelon 
Slice, float shade with Napa Red.  

Deepen and extend the shadow by 

dry brush shading with Napa Red.  

Dry brush highlight with Melon and 

deepen the highlight by washing 

Neon Fiery Red over the highlighted 

area.  Base the center of the 

scalloped border circles with 

Watermelon Slice, I stenciled these 

using a small circle stencil but you 

can easily paint them.   



 Base the purple coat with Lavender, float shade with a very thin transparent glaze float of 
Blue Violet, and highlight with Melon.  Deepen the highlighted area by washing Neon 

Fiery Red over the highlighted area.  Paint the center of the scalloped border circles with 

Lavender.   

 Base the orange coat with 

Jack-O’-Lantern Orange, 

shade with Orange Flame, 

and deepen the shaded areas 

with a glaze float of Napa 

Red.  Highlight with Bright 

Yellow and deepen the 

highlight by washing Neon 

Scorching Yellow over the 

highlighted areas.  Base the 

centers of the scalloped 

border circles with Orange 

Flame.     

 Base the pants and gloves 
with Olive Green, float shade 

with Hauser Medium Green 

and deepen with Hauser Dark 

Green. Highlight with Bright Yellow and deepen the highlight with Neon Scorching 

Yellow.  Using a script liner line the pants with Watermelon Slice on the Santa’s with the 

purple and orange coats and the Santa with the red coat the pants are lined with Lavender.   

 The trim on the coats, hats, and pom poms are already base coated with Fawn, float shade 
with Asphaltum, and stipple with a double load of Asphaltum and Fawn, the Papillion 

Stipple Brushes are flat and will give you the control needed to develop the shadowed 

areas.  Place the Asphaltum loaded side of the brush next to the areas which were float 

shaded and pounce your brush along that line allowing the Fawn to soften and blend your 

darker value.  Load the dirty stipple brush with Snow White onto the Fawn loaded side 

and randomly stipple to develop the highlight turning your brush from the highlighted 

areas to the center of the trim to blend and soften your highlight.  This will also develop 

the look of fur.  Continue to reapply your paint until you have achieved the look that you 

prefer.   

 Float shade under the mustache, and in the shaded areas of the beard and hair with 
Asphaltum.  Using a Filbert Comb begin to layer the beard with Snow White working 

slowly to develop the direction of the hair.  Continue to lay in the beard and mustache 

with Snow White and occasionally add Asphaltum to further enhance the shaded areas 

using your Filbert Comb.  Continue layering your paint until you have achieved a look 

that you prefer.  Refine the look of the beard and hair on Santa’s head by using a small 

SL and Snow White.  Wash Glamour Dust Ice Crystal over the beard and hair.   

 Base the boots with Payne’s Grey and highlight with a glaze float of Winter Blue.  

 Transfer the string that Santa is holding and using a SL line with Lamp Black.   

Finishing:   
 Base the mini snowflakes with Snow White, double load a stipple brush with Snow 

White and Indian Turquoise and blend the brush on the palette to soften and blend the 



paint.  Stipple one half of the snowflakes with the Indian Turquoise blend and wash 

Glamour Dust Ice Crystal over the white half of the snowflake. I painted both the front 

and back of each snowflake to give them a finished look.   

 Drill the holes at both the bottom and top of the ornament using a small drill bit.  Note the 
hole template on the line art.     

 Using a thin gauge wire, color of your choice, attach the snowflakes by pulling the wire 

from the back of the ornament on the hole beginning in the far right hole and secure the 

wire by twisting the wire on the back side of the ornament, slide the snowflake of your 

choice onto the wire keeping the snowflake facing front, slide the second snowflake onto 

the same section of wire.  Push the wire into the front of the middle hole wrapping the 

wire toward the front of the ornament to secure it, place the third snowflake onto the wire 

and push the wire through the front of the third hole and securing it on the back.  Note the 

template on the line art.   

 Glue one snowflake onto the string that Santa is holding.   

 Using a black permanent marker outline the facial details and any other detail you prefer 
on the Santa’s.   

 Spray varnish and enjoy! 
 

 

 



 

 


